forProject knows that improving
EVM business processes takes
more than just great software.
Our EVM consulting and software
expertise help to ensure the
effective implementation and use
of our tools in your environment.

We recognize that adopting EVMS
often requires changing your
project management process and
culture, and we provide the
training, coaching and support to
help your organization through
the change process.
We understand that our clients
expect and deserve nothing less.
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The integrated project baseline budget log allows you to track contract change
orders as well as key budget elements including Management Reserve (MR), Undistributed Budget (UB), Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB) and more.

EVMS forProject is an enterprise-class Earned Value Management (EVM) software application designed to
be scalable, flexible, easy-to-use and secure.
A powerful system for managing project costs, it provides capabilities for planning, budgeting, measuring
earned value, tracking actual costs, forecasting, variance analysis, managing change and financial
performance reporting.
Designed to manage projects both large and small, and to scale up from a single project to hundreds of
projects, EVMS forProject can support the needs of any enterprise. EVMS forProject was designed from the
ground up to help make EVMS simpler and more cost-effective than ever before.
Whether your organization is implementing EVMS for the first time, or you are looking to replace your existing
software, EVMS forProject will help make your EVMS process more streamlined and cost-effective.

EVMS forProject produces the management reports and charts you need to visualize and communicate project
performance. A wide variety of internal management reports and charts are available, as well as the IPMR
Government report formats and UN/CEFACT XML outputs.

EVMS forProject provides over 40 Earned Value metrics and key performance indicators that
provide you with valuable insight into project performance. Drill down the WBS or OBS to find the
sources of significant variances. Quickly identify future potential problem areas.
With EVMS forProject, you can identify the sources of performance problems in order to focus
management attention and take corrective action.
EVMS forProject is designed to support the EVM principles and processes as outlined in the
Electronics Industry Alliance Guidelines for Earned Value Management Systems (EIA 748).
If your organization is implementing EVMS for the first time to meet a contractual requirement,
EVMS forProject provides an easy-to-learn, easy-to-use solution. If you are replacing an
existing EVMS tool, then EVMS forProject will help to streamline your process and make things
easier for your users.

EVMS forProject helps you get your projects organized for effective planning, budgeting,
estimating, tracking and control.
Using the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), EVMS forProject integrates all cost, schedule
and performance data for effective summarization and analysis.
In addition to WBS, performance can be summarized by Responsible OBS, Performing OBS,

Element of Cost (EOC) and up to 10 additional custom breakdown structures.

EVMS forProject allows you to forecast remaining costs (ETC) and at-completion costs (EAC)
at any level of detail, from the most detailed tasks and resources up to the total project level.
The system computes ten independent parametric estimates that can be compared against the
manager’s EAC. The result is more accurate forecasting and fewer surprises.

EVMS forProject provides a unique spreadsheet-style

At the core of EVMS forProject is a powerful, configurable calculation

planning view that allows you to view cost and schedule

engine. It allows you to define rates, result units and cost calculation

performance in a single, integrated view.

formulas to match the way your organization does business.

In this single, unified view you can view, plan, update and

Using the rate calculation engine, you can model all the direct and

summarize all aspects of project performance.

indirect costs that are relevant to your organization, or calculate any
other value that can be expressed with rates and formulas.

EVMS forProject is designed to
integrate closely with Microsoft

Project, Project Server and
Primavera P6 Enterprise, helping
you to achieve cost/schedule
integration while avoiding
inefficient manual procedures.

Integration with financial systems
can be a difficult challenge for EVM
implementation. EVMS forProject,
along with our Integrator forProject
module, provides the flexibility to
solve this problem more
quickly and efficiently.

